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Something that makes Woodward’s so complex and fascinating is the crazily diverse cast of characters responsible for it. Their
stories are well told and illustrated in a meaty, good looking book for release this fall. Body Heat: The Story of the Woodward’s
Redevelopment is published by a small house in Vancouver called Blueimprint and is edited by Robert Enright. I was lucky enough
to receive an advance copy. It’s very good. The interviews and memoirs inside are enlightening and frank, and while some things
aren’t said, a great deal is. Here’s a snip from a Jim Green anecdote, about one Governor General’s Downtown Eastside visit during
the redevelopment negotiations phase:

“…there was some commotion as we turned onto Hastings. We realized Adrienne Clarkson wasn’t prepared to walk across the
street. So we had to circle around Cordova and come back on the south side of Hastings right in front of Pigeon Park Savings, so
that she could get off the bus and walk directly into the reception, catered by Bishop’s Restaurant, which was all shrouded off so
nobody could see in. And she talks about how we have to embrace our new immigrants. I left the minute the dinner was finished.”   

More about Jim Green in our Woodward’s Project series here.

The many voices and brilliant pictures from artists and designers don’t align to form one monolithic view, which is part of the
book’s value. Here’s from an account called The Healing Place, by Liz Evans. She’s co-founder of the Portland Hotel Society, a non-
profit that operates 125 units of single occupancy, non-market housing inside Woodward’s:

“When they were marketing the condos for the Woodward’s project, our advice was just don’t lie. Put the homeless people on the
advertising posters, put on the guy with the guitar and the bottle in his hand. It’s stupid to pretend otherwise. Try and attract
people who want to be in a diverse, urban community, people who get how amazing this community is…if we start filling 600 new
condos with people who are going to call the cops every time they see a homeless person, then we’ve failed. We’ve created a total
nightmare for the community.”

The marketing people behind the Woodward’s project did put a guy holding a guitar on their advertising posters. These are usefully
represented in Body Heat. The man isn’t clutching a bottle. He looks like a friendly, bearded busker. A marketing lie? Well, he’s
not the whole truth, of course. The marketing people sold out the pricey market condos in a single day.

Who are these people who bought in? How many of them live here? How far really does the Woodward’s ballyhooed inclusivity
stretch? Here’s where I’ve come in, I hope. I’m living at Woodward’s for one more week, the fourth. Not nearly done yet. There’s
more big-picture Woodward’s impact stuff to come, and more upstairs/downstairs inside looks. To fully grasp the story, you’ll have
to wait, and get the book:

From the folio "Demolition: September 30, 2006," by Shawn Lapointe, in  the book "Body Heat."
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